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Klaus Kurogane

Klaus Kurogane is a player character played by Wolf626.

Klaus Kurogane

Species & Gender: Male Minkan
Date of Birth: 35日 9月 YE 20
Organization:
Occupation:

Rank:
Current Placement:

Physical Description

Height: 179 cm
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Body Type: Well built and toned ( good for martial arts)

Skin Color: White

Eye color: Yellow

Ear type: Human

Hair color: Black

Hair style: Short hair that spikes down

Eye shape: Round

Voice:Ryota Osaka

Personality

Klaus is a fun-loving,loyal,earnest,understanding and a tad socially awkward young man.He always seeks
to help any way he can and can be counted as a shoulder to cry on. While most of his personality can be
attributed to his youth in Ralt, it also comes from the idolization of his father and grandfather, the men
who raised him,taught him how to fight and the values of honor. Although he himself was never left
wanting, he cares little for luxurious life styles and enjoys the simpler things in life.

Despite being calm and collected in almost every situation, matters concerning of women and romance
leave him stumped and nervous as he was no experience to fall back on. Klaus is a man of justice. To him
the greatness of Yamatai stems from its just rulers and just law system. To him there is no higher calling
than serving justice, for justice is the protection of the innocents. He can alway stand as an impartial
judge.

His motivation for joining Star Army is primarily a sense of duty for the empire and to protect its citizens.
Having been taught the value of hardwork early in life,he understands struggling for success and he is
very determined to succeed, whether it be in training, battle or simple games.

He is usually an understanding man, who enjoy learning and interacting with people from other cultures.
However he DESPISES the NMX, as they represent the antithesis of his own beliefs. To Klaus the only
actions suitable against the NMX are EXTERMINATION.

Interests:Swordsmanship,narrative forms of media(books,movies,etc.),jazz,philosophy.

Likes:Good food,sparring, help other with their problems, cute girls who kick ass,protecting others

Dislikes: Bullies, loud music clubs,NMX, being unable to help others.
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History

Klaus was born in YE 20 in the city of Ralt in Year-End's celebration. Born to a soldier father and a
member of Ralt's troupe, he lived happily until is father died in the first NMX war. As Klaus's fathers was
his hero, his loss took him to a spiral of depression. He began to fell bitterness and anger at the Empire
and the royal family for sacrificing his father. However his grandfather stopped that way of thinking by
taking Klaus to meet some of his friends who also lost their whole families.

After hearing the stories of lost families, broken friendships, fatherless children and suffering that
occured to so many, he felt ashamed. There he was whining about how unfair it was, when their are
people who lost so much more. He was spitting on the sacrifice is father had made. He quickly apologized
to his grandfather for is attitude, and made the pledge that he would one day become a proud member
of the Star Army of Yamatai. His grandfather quickly put him through the wringer training him on
swordsmanship, martial arts and philosophy. As soon has he was of age he joined the Star Army of
Yamatai.

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills.

Fighting: Klaus is highly proficient in the Nito Ryu style of swordsmanship.

Entertainment: Having been raised by a troupe member, Klaus display some experience in theater
entertainment as an actor,nevertheless he is somewhat out of practice. He also is a very good storyteller,
who enjoys either putting a new spin on old stories or making entirely new stories as he goes with the
help of the audience.

Social Connections

Klaus Kurogane is connected to:

Ryoma Kurogane,grandfather(alive)

Baldur Kurogane,father(deceased)

Eir Kurogane,mother (alive)

Inventory & Finance

Klaus Kurogane has the following:

Klaus has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.
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Clothing:

Custom red and white Mark III-"Legend" Jacket.

Klaus Kurogane currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by wolf626 on 06, 19 2018 at 03:52 using the Character Template Form.

In the case wolf626 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Klaus Kurogane
Character Owner Wolf626
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Discharged
SAOY Rank Nitô Heisho
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
DOR Year YE 43
DOR Month 1
SAOY Exit Year YE 46
Orders Orders
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